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Introdu tion

Unmanned vehi les are a hallenging on ept for
future missions in spa e, aeronauti and underwater domains. By de reasing human in the loop,
the omplexity has moved from interoperability requirements to autonomous ommand and ontrol.
Moreover, evolving in an hostile environment, with
poor ommuni ation fa ilities, vehi le management
is harder to perform remotely. Lastly, possible loss
of equipments, ommuni ation fa ilities or a whole
vehi le may have dramati onsequen es. Relying
on distributed omputing nodes, a group of spa eraft is hara terized by its own a tivities to be
ontrolled as well as ontingent a tivities that generates failures ( ommuni ation jamming, omponents shut down. . . ).
In addition to autonomous behaviors, the inreasing amount of system omponents, ombined
with the set of modes and servi es lead to an
un ontrolled explosion of ombinatorial problems.
Raised either at design time or operation time,
their omplexity be omes untra table by human
experts. A trade-o an be formulated by stating
in rementally both ost fun tions and assumptions
on the system solution. Using those formulations
dynami ally to take the right de ision in an unexpe ted situation is the key problem for system's
adaptation to its environment. Consequently, it
ne essitates an intensive use of on board solving
apabilities as demonstrated in the Deep Spa e 1
Remote Agent Experiment [7℄. Widely investigated
in resear h and industrial domains, Multi-Agents
Systems (MAS) an provide intelligent behaviors to
distributed systems[4, 5℄. Several approa hes exist
that onsider di erent levels of rea tivity, ognition, so iability, de ision apa ity and ommuni a-

tion expression. The main advantage of those powerful frameworks is to enable the modeling of autonomous fun tions, su h as planning and s heduling, smart sensing and diagnosis together with ooperative and ollaborative poli ies in distributed
systems.
Considering spa e raft formations, multiple
planning levels are relevant to the eÆ ien y of the
autonomous behavior. Within the s ope of this paper, we onsider a high level that deals with longterm environment and mission updates and a low
level for managing short-term ommand and ontrol. At the high level, global planning has to be
performed for the whole onstellation during operations. This requires to ompute a mission management plan and to broad ast resulting mission goals
to the whole formation. However, due to faulttoleran e requirements, time and pro essing power
limits, all the planning details an not be onsidered entrally. Therefore, the global planning fun tion remains on upper-approximations and/or sufient statements of feasibility onditions. Spa eraft must lo ally ommand and ontrol their a tions, ful lling safely its assigned mission goals. At
the low level, urrent integrated modular avioni
approa hes make an intensive use of nite-state deterministi rea tive automata [1℄. However, this
ne essitates a perfe t knowledge of the environment
as well as rigid spe i ations of the system behavior.
Our approa h introdu es the use of nondeterministi onstraint-based automata, so that
ea h system omponent (su h as amera, thruster,
gyro wheels, platform) is represented by an
automaton model. A ording to environment
hanges, a dedi ated automata is synthesized automati ally from the model by the on-board onstraint solver. This approa h provides a more
adaptive behavior, extending the domain of use of
the spa e system. Furthermore, the limited omplexity of those automata enables the onstru tion
of plans that satisfy other resour es and feasibility

onstraints at a ne grain.
These two planning levels involve di erent abstra tions and assumptions over the spa e raft onstellation. They raise spe i feasibility and synhronization problems that must be solved to guarantee the overall mission exe ution. Usual planning methods have poor abilities to ombine the set
of heterogeneous representations su h as non-linear
feasibility onditions, umulative resour es or disjun tive syn hronizations [8℄. In our approa h,
problems are spe i ally formalized in a multiple
models approa h, that an be solved jointly or onurrently [4℄ using a Constraint Programming (CP)
approa h. This allows the designer to deal with
numerous resour es, feasibility, oordination, synhronization and other domain-spe i onstraints,
while onsidering the whole spa e raft formation.
Furthermore, this approa h enables an easier speialization of models toward dedi ated problems instead of using simple deterministi heuristi s that
are redu ing the operational s ope of the formation.
Deep spa e probes and earth orbiting formations
are relevant examples of potential target domains.
This paper fo uses on planning problems that
o ur at di erent levels of the multi-agents ar hite ture. We rst des ribe in x2 how we asso iate a
multi-agent system to an autonomous ying formations of spa e raft. Then, we expose in x3 solving
approa hes for lo al and global planning fun tions.
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A

Multi-Agent

these paradigms in rease system omplexity and
must be onsidered together with the individual
behavior of spa e raft in order to design globally
onsistent ar hite tures [9℄.
2.1

The intelligent planning and ontrol of a whole
ying formation leads to manage a representation
of spa e raft intera tions within the formation as
well as between the environment and the formation.
From this viewpoint, MAS is a good approa h to
model a spa e raft formation as a distributed autonomous ar hite ture [2℄. The MAS used in our
approa h an be hara terized as follow:

 Ea h agent is asso iated to a unique spa e raft
of the formation. At the lo al agent level, the
design relies on a sense-plan-rea t ontrol loop
(time s ale is between the se ond and a minute
for spa e raft and platform ontrol). Solving
dynami ally lo al ommand and ontrol problems provides some degrees of autonomy to the
agent to a hieve short term goals.

 We assume ommuni ation network fa ilities

are e e tive between spa e raft (thanks to Inter Formation Links te hniques). We also
assume that distributed fault-tolerant algorithms an be used for solving onsensus between agents [5℄. More parti ularly, onsensus is mandatory for syn hronizing planning a tivities and organizing the agent hierar hy. The long-term global ommanding loop
(s aled from a minute up to several hours) involves planning problems extended with ollaboration and ooperation models.

Approa h

for Autonomous Formation
Flying Design

Introdu ing autonomous fun tions in a spa eraft ar hite ture raises several problems for deision making, sensing and ommuni ation. The
spa e domain imposes hard onstraints on omponent safety, system provability, ar hite ture seurity and behavior predi tability. The onjun tion of these requirements urges to globally
spe ify autonomy-oriented ar hite tures and deision fun tions. This spe i ation must satisfy
heterogeneous onstraints extra ted from various
domains (spa e raft engineering, on-board realtime distributed systems, sensing devi es, physi s
and ight dynami s) as well as mission goals
(earth observation, spa e probes, planetary observations). More parti ularly, while designing
those distributed systems, ollaboration, ooperation and syn hronization problems must also be
taken into a ount to insure a global eÆ ient and
safe behavior. In addition to autonomy problems,

Multi-Agents System Overview

Asso iating onstraint based planning te hniques
with multiple models formulation, and advan ed
sear h te hniques like any-time solving, guarantees
de ision predi tability. This parti ular ombination of ar hite ture and de ision method improves
the system exibility, safety, survivability, performan e and liveness. As a onsequen e, the agent
ar hite ture integrates both rea tive and deliberative behaviors. The resulting system is an hybrid
ar hite ture where agents follow long term plan to
meet the mission obje tives but an also rea t very
qui kly to unpredi ted events.
2.2

Global MAS Ar hite ture

To perform the distribution of goals to spa e raft,
a hierar hy is de ned over the agents of the system.
This simpli es the design of agents intera tions by

only de ning a set of stri t ommuni ation and a tion rules, su h that ea h agent behavior is spe i ed
a ording to its relative position in the system. At
the top of the hierar hy, a single agent is ele ted by
onsensus to be the leader of the whole formation.
This leader is in harge of mission management and
goals assignment inside the formation, within the
long-term ommand loop. The agents whi h are
not leader are onsidered as subordinates. Every
subordinate is at the same hierar hi al level, under
the leader agent. They are not in harge of mission management and mission planning. On e the
leader has established and ommuni ated a mission
plan, ea h subordinate extra ts its partial plan.
It remains responsible for a lo al ommand and
ontrol, by planning and exe uting a sequen e of
a tions that mat hes its assigned goals (see x3),
within the short term loop.
2.3

Lo al Agent Ar hite ture

2.3.1 System Components

At the lo al level, ea h agent is de ned by means
of system omponents and behaviors. In addition
to lassi al spa e raft system (AOCS, FDIR, Engine ontrol), the set of omponents en ompasses
fun tions dedi ated to its own behavior as well as
a tivities related to the global formation.
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ontrol- ommand exe utive whi h is in
harge of a tion exe ution a ording to the
omputed plan. This exe utive an trigger replanning a tions when the drift between a tion prevision and real exe ution be omes too
mu h important;
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Figure 1: Autonomous agent ar hite ture

2.3.2 Leader Agent Behavior
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Figure 2: Leader behavior
The leader agent is in harge of the mission plan
elaboration that it broad asts to other agents. It
re eives goal realization requests from ground operators and shall insert them into a mission plan.
For this purpose, the leader olle ts data from other
agents to be permanently aware of the onstellation
state in terms of resour e usage and operational situation (Attitude, Position, Time, Velo ity). It deides when a new mission plan shall be omputed
a ording to the urrent formation situation: faulty
spa e raft, goal realization requests, validity of the
urrent plan, warning events raised by subordinate,
et .

2.3.3 Subordinate Agent Behavior

ommuni ation appli ative in order to ensure the message ommuni ation with other
spa e raft and thus other agents.
A

Ea h ar hite tural omponent is made of several sub-parts. For instan e, the knowledge base
ontains an updatable database that store fa ts
and beliefs, a onsisten y veri ation system that
he ks the information validity, and a user interfa e
for update and onsultation.
In the following, we assume that this ar hite ture
is ommon to leader and subordinates spa e raft.
The di eren es are relying only on the behavior
within the MAS hierar hy.
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Figure 4: Subordinate behavior
The role of subordinate agents is limited to loal ommand and ontrol for mission plan exe u-
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Figure 3: Lo al ar hite ture
tion. Before a mission plan omputing, subordinates send to the leader their own status and availability. This a tion is also made periodi ally during the system operation. On e a mission plan has
been omputed and ommuni ated by the leader,
ea h subordinate extra ts the partial plan orresponding to the set of lo al goals it has to a hieve,
with asso iated timeline along the global mission.
Ea h subordinate agent is in harge of a hieving
those goals by lo aly ommanding and ontroling
the spa e raft, taking into a ount environment parameters. This involves the dynami replanning of
on-board a tivities, satisfying lo al feasibility and
safety onstraints (see gure 3).
2.4

Agent Coordination

Modeling the a tions of agents group needs a spe i ation for the ollaboration, ooperation and synhronization pro esses [6℄.
Those pro esses dene the overall formation behavior as a onsistent
group of autonomous entities.

2.4.1 Collaboration & Cooperation
The ollaboration onsiders the way several agents
an jointly realize a same goal. On the ontrary,
the oordination onsiders the ways several agents
or groups of agents an a hieve di erents goals simultaneously, sharing the same global resour es.
These two on epts globally bring into play the
same things: goals, resour es, distributed entities.
They are ensured using the same approa h in the
plan generation, by introdu ing spe i goal alloation and resour e onsumption models. These

models enable the possible sharing of a global resour e and the distributed realization of a goal.
In our approa h, the ollaboration and ooperation rely on the mission plan omputing. This plan
in ludes onstraint-based models that de ne the
planning and s heduling of inter-spa e raft operations, shared resour e utilization as well as ommon
a tivities [2℄. Additionally, ooperation and ollaboration are reinfor ed by distributed me hanisms
relying on message ommuni ation and knowledge
ex hange (for instan e, the leader ele tion me hanism or the distributed plan he king).

2.4.2 Syn hronisation
Inside the MAS, the syn hronization is ne essary
to s hedule orre tly the sets of distributed a tions, involving several spa e raft simultaneously.
If we onsider two platforms embedding a same
distributed observation instrument (a distributed
interferometer), their moves and relative positioning must be perfe tly syn hronized in order to realize an observation. Thus, some syn hronization
a tions shall be in luded in the plan of ea h spa eraft.
First, onstraint-based timing models are introdu ed at the mission plan level. Those are usualy
a ombination of disjun tive and pre eden e onstraints between operations. Se ond, a syn hronization phase is introdu ed in the lo al plan, relying on message ex hange and/or other me hanism
like an a urate spa e raft relative positioning system.

3

Layered Planning

In order to behave autonomously, the spa e raft
formation shall be able to anti ipate its evolution
for short, medium term and long term with a di erent a ura y. On a planning point of view, meeting
all these requirements is equivalent to generate a
long term plan with a very ne detail level. Ea h
spa e raft a tion shall be detailed (thruster ignition, mode swit hing. . . ) on a long time interval,
while the dynami al aspe t of spa e raft formation
requires a good planning and replanning rea tivity
to answer rapidly to new requests or unpredi ted
events. This requires to take into a ount a lot of
parameters and onstraints (power level, memory,
attitudes, instrument distribution. . . ) while quality plans shall be generated in short time to ensure
the safety and liveness of the formation. Generating a plan with su h riteria involves omplex
models resolution and is time and power onsuming. Be ause of the indu ed omplexity, obtaining
a great planning rea tivity level for this kind of
problems is out of the s ope of urrent planners.
Another way to broa h this problem is to deompose the planning a tivity and to distribute it
onto the available pro essing resour es of all the
spa e raft of the formation: the layered planning
on ept onsists in separating the mission management aspe ts from the ontrol ommand of spa eraft. Two planning levels are so distinguished, the
rst one is entralized onto the leader and a e ts
the whole formation; the se ond is distributed onto
agents and on erns ea h spa e raft individually.
A ording to this de omposition, the planning relies on:

Nevertheless, distributing a part of the planning
a tivity onto spa e raft of the formation raises several problems for the entralized mission plan generation as for lo al plans generation. As the lo al
spa e raft a tivity is no more dire tly taken into a ount in mission planning, it is ne essary to upper
approximate or to make use of suÆ ient onditions
to model lo al behaviors.
Thus, when a spa e raft omputes its lo al a tion plan, the solving is performed a ording to
the mission plan that has been ommuni ated by
its leader. This lo al plan shall follow the guidelines spe i ed by the mission plan, in luding goals
deadlines and syn hronizations with other agents.
3.1

Mission Planning

The global planning is interested in building a mission plan that satis es as well as possible the urrent mission obje tives. This leads to onsider several problems simultaneously, for spa e raft traje tory determination, mission goals s heduling, ne essary a tions for standard spa e raft operation,
and on-board resour e management.

3.1.1 Traje tory Determination
Orbit data (PVT) Trajectory events
determination

Trajectory
events

Event
interpolation
Interpolated
trajectories

Trajectory
graph

Graph
construction

 Long term a tivities, that orrespond to the

mission management loop. It relies on mission
planning and onsiders the evolution of spa eraft formation at a oarse grain, determining formation traje tory and s heduling mission goal;

 Short term prevision, that relies on spa e raft
a tion s heduling and ontrol ommand rea tivity. This results from lo al planning a tivity, de ning from time to time the a tions to
be led by ea h spa e raft to meet the nal mission goals;

 Medium term anti ipation, whi h is dispat hed on both mission and lo al planning
as a tuning of ea h one a ording to planning parameterization (planning horizon, time
grain. . . ).

Figure 5: Traje tory graph interpolation pro ess
The traje tory determination is based on the
sear h of a path in a graph [3℄. A graph G(X; U ) is
built using several possible traje tories determined
by an orbitography omputing that an be realized
on-board as on ground (see gure 5). This graph
interpollation results in a set of verti es linked together by traje tory edges. Ea h vertex is assoiated to a navigation point or to a possible orbit (periodi al traje tory). Su h orbit verti es are
useful to model spa e raft y li traje tories for
earth orbiting formations as for spa e probes, when
they exe ute in-orbit manoeuvres around a elestial body. Edges represent transition traje tories
between navigation points and orbit verti es.

A path model ensures the orre tness of spa eraft moves along traje tories by stating ow and
transition onstraints over the verti es of the asso iated graph. Then, a vertex an be rea hed at
most on e in a path, and when it is rea hed, the
formation must leave it (Kirshho law):

8x 2 X;

X

+
e Æx

2

v (e)

=

X

2

v (e)

1

e Æx

Where x is a vertex of G, Æx+ the set of edges
in oming to x, Æx is the set of edges outgoing from
x, and v (e) 2 f0; 1g is the valuation of edge e.
A timing model is used for the expression of entry date de and exit date ds over ea h vertex of the
graph. If navigation points are overed in a null
time (de = ds ), orbit verti es orrespond to periodi moves of formation and the expression of time
spent over a vertex is slightly di erent:

8x 2 Xo ; ds (x) = de (x) + !s M (x)!e + kT (x)
Where !
s and !
e are entry and exit ve tors of

x, M (x)

ommuni ation that are made in ground station
visibility intervals. Thus, a goal an be realized
periodi ally a ording to its oportunities. In the
same way, goals that model a spa e raft a tivity
like thrust or attitude orre tion shall be realized
a ording to spa e raft position and attitude. A
onditional goal notion C is introdu ed that enfor e a goal realization only if the traje tory and
attitude of spa e raft require it:

8g; 9v; C (g) ^ Vog 2 P , realized(g)
Where P is the path and Vog is a vertex of P on

whi h an oportunity for g is satis ed.
Due to goal omplexity and formation distribution, the realization of several goals in the same
time interval introdu es a large omplexity that is
not tra table with a tual models. A goal ex lusion
is so stated to ensure that several goals an't be
realized in the same time interval:

8g ; g ;
[d(g ); d(g ) + D(g )℄ \ [d(g ); d(g ) + D(g )℄ = ;
1

2

is the swith hing oeÆ ient matrix of x
a ording to in oming and outgoing edges, and Tx
is the period of orbit onto x.
Thus, the traje tory model pre isely determines
the position and time of spa e raft in the mission
plan.

Where d is the realization date fun tion and D is
the duration fun tion. The realization date is xed
pre isely by global plan, duration is determined by
upper bounds a ording to lo al models.

3.1.2 Goal Satisfa tion

3.1.3 Resour es Consumption

The spa e raft formation mission in ludes the satisfa tion of a list of goals for observation or navigation. Moreover, the standard spa e raft operation at a high level implies several other goals
that shall also be in luded in the mission plan. A
goal requires the use of a set of resour es, available among the formation (instruments, power. . . ),
and an be realized a ording to spe i time intervals and spa e raft positions and attitudes. Thus,
a goal an be realized a ording to spe i oportunities determined before the plan generation in
a ordan e with the traje tory graph. Ea h goal
oportunity is atta hed to a vertex of the graph.
Let Og be the set of oportunities for goal g, then
an oportunity o 2 O is used to realize g if the predi ate f ixed(o) is true. Of ourse, this means that
the time and resour e onstraints are veri ed for
this oportunity. Thus, the goal g is realized when:

8g;

realized(g ) =

_

2

f ixed(o)

o Og

Some spe i spa e raft a tivities require a periodi a tivation. For instan e, earth-spa e raft

1

1

1

2

2

2

At the mission planning level, both ex lusive and
umulative resour es are taken into a ount. Ea h
goal requires a set of ex lusive resour es (instruments, spa e raft. . . ) and a set of umulative resour es (power, memory, ergol. . . ) for its realization. These amounts are upper approximated
a ording to lo al models and domain knowledge.
Both umulative and ex lusive resour es are alloated to goals a ording to their needs:

8g; 8; realized(g) ,

X

2

s F



(s; g) = N (; g)

Where  is an ex lusive resour e, is the affe tation fun tion of spa e raft resour e to goals
and N is the need fun tion of goals for resour e.
For umulative resour es, a onsumption shall additionaly be stated in order to ensure goal feasibility. As goals an only be realized onto verti es of
the graph, this onsumption is stated only for time
that orresponds to a vertex lo ation in the graph:
v (t)

= v (de (v))

X
g



N (; g)  R(g; v; t)

Where v (t) is the value of resour e  at time t
on vertex v and R(g; v; t) is true if goal g is realized
on vertex v before time t. Introdu ing the bound
values of resour e , it is possible to state the resour e onsumption at any time and then before
and after ea h goal exe ution.
3.2

are based on deterministi rea tive automata. In
any given state, the automata an rea h exa tly
one state. Those automata an not be adapted dynami ally to environment hanges and we propose
to widen this approa h by raising the deterministi assumption (su h that multiple states an be
rea hed from a given state):

8ik ;

Lo al Command and Control

On e a global mission plan has been omputed and
transmitted by the leader, ea h spa e raft builds
its own lo al plan to manage its a tions in order
to realize its part of the mission. In addition to
the mission goals given by high level planning, loal goals orresponding to spa e raft ommand and
safety pro edures have to be realized. Like every
traditional s heduling te hniques, lo al planning is
bounded by a time horizon 0  t  tmax. Plan is
enlarged in time as ne essary, leading to onsider
the lo al planning a tivity as a task to be in luded
in a tion s hedule. Spa e raft resour es are taken
into a ount with high a ura y. The bound given
by global plan an be optimized su h that available
resour e are saved. Thus, ea h part of the mission
plan an be lo ally optimized by ea h agent, saving
time and resour es.

3.2.1 Dis rete ontrol using onstraintbased timed automata
Spa e raft ommand and ontrol is hara terized
by di erent omponents to manage, in luding payloads, ommuni ations and platform devi es. Ea h
omponent is onstrained by ontinuous physi al
laws (ele tri power supply, temperature, engine
thrust level, . . . ). Already in use in the avioni domain, dis rete state/transition automata an represent omponent modes as well as de ision making
with respe t to ontinuous laws. In fa t, a state k
is assimilated to a ontinuous behavior of the kth
omponent, while a transition Æ(ik ; jk ) models an
abrupt hange of behavior between states ik and
jk .
In our approa h, a transition Æt+1 is triggered at
the time t + 1 when an and- omposition of a set of
signals S be omes true in the interval [t; t + 1[:
S (t)

=?

^ S (t + 1) = > ) Æt (ik ; jk )
+1

A signal an be a ommand sele ted by the agent
or a ontingent event raised by the agent environment. The rst lass of signal represents the agent
ommanding over the omponents, while the se ond one de nes the environment stimuli on the
agent. Traditional te hniques adopted by engineers

Æ

t+1

(

ik ; jk

j ;

) ^ C (t) = ik ) C k (t + 1) = jk
k

where C k (t) is the omponent state. During the
exe ution, the sele tion of a unique transition is
de ided by instan iating ommands that optimize
the path of future states a ording to the status of
ontingent events.

3.2.2 Feasibility onditions
In our model, a omponent state orresponds to a
set of real-time tasks to perform R(). As several
omponents may share a unique pro essor, the total workload assigned to a unique pro essor must
remain s hedulable. Ea h real-time task r that belongs to a state exe ution, (eg. r 2 R()) is represented by an a tivation period Tr and a worst ase
duration time r . In addition to the previous onstraints, we apply the Liu and Layland feasibility
onditions to guarantee the s hedulability of all the
tasks at any time:
X

X

1
2
Other feasibility onstraints, involved by onboard umulative resour es (ergol, power supply. . . ) may also be spe i ed. We assume that
in a given state, a omponent onsumes a resour e
in a regular way, su h that the overall resour e onsumption statement is given among the time horizon. The amount A(t) of available resour es an
be de ned as follows:
8t; f easible(t) ,

A(t)

k

= A(t 1) +

r R(Ck (t))

X

a(Ck (t

r

Tr

1))

k

where ea h a() is a worst ase onsumption of
the resour e in the state .

3.2.3 Generating determisti automata
Those onstraints di er from traditional resour e
s heduling onstraints be ause the umulated
amount depends on the urrent state of the whole
system. Therefore, sear h methods like task interval or edge nder an not eÆ iently be used to improve the solving. However, the problem remains

tra ktable be ause the number of states and transitions is limited. The problem onsists in solving
the ommand signals and their asso iated time line
in order to rea h the state spe i ed by higher level
goals. Two kinds of sear h approa hes an be ondu ted:

 Complete sear h with ertain external events:
onsists in solving ompletely the ommands
to be raised and their asso iated timing by
assuming a perfe t knowledge (boolean valuation in time) of ontingent events raised by
the environment.

 Non- omplete sear h with un ertain external
events: onsists in solving partially the ommands to be raised, keeping open-disjun tions
when un ertainty remain on the boolean valuation of ontingent events among the time line.

4

horizon or on the approximations. The links between planning levels should be investigated deeply
in order to enable multiple goal exe ution at the
same time, maximizing the formation performan e
and eÆ ien y. On the theoreti al side, latti es of
assumptions should be formalized in order to distribute independent solving goals. On the pra ti al
side, further experiments involving huge lo al planning examples shall be performed to extend preliminary results. Advan ed anytime sear h strategies and solving heuristi s shall be developed to
improve the planning rea tivity.
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Preliminary Results

The layered planning for spa e raft formation has
been experimented in a simulation approa h. The
mission planning has been tested for formations of
one to six spa e raft, for earth orbiting and deep
spa e like missions, on a Sun Ultra 5 workstation.
No advan ed sear h strategy nor heuristi s have
been developed, the sear h has been led with the
default global solving me hanism. For orbiting missions, a plan s heduling 150 mission goals (in luding periodi ones) is generated in 105 se onds. For
deep spa e missions, planning is omplexi ed by
traje tory model but up to 40 goals (in luding onditional and periodi ones) are s heduled in 80 se onds onto a 20 verti es graph.
The lo al planning omponent has been less
tested. For a thruster example made of two automata with a tenth of states for ea h one, an optimal solution in luding syn hronization point is
found in less than 4 se onds.
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